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We live in a thriving community — one that continues to change. Our needs are different. 
Our demographics are shifting. And we are more connected than ever before. The same 
can be said for CentraCare Health. Our organization is strong as we embrace significant 
change taking place in the health care industry as well as the evolving needs of people who 
live in Central Minnesota.  
We exist because of you. Our focus is, and always will be, on the people we serve. That’s 
why we continue to expand and strengthen our integrated network — to make access to 
care convenient for our customers. It’s also why we’re investing in new technologies that 
connect you to the specific care you need, more easily and effectively. And we’re not going 
it alone. It’s long been our philosophy to work with the communities we serve as well as 
other organizations, to engage partners to improve the overall health of our communities. 
As we reflect on the past year, we’re pleased to share a collection of stories that illustrate 
just how positive this change can be; stories that capture the true essence of what we’re 
trying to accomplish together and real-life examples of how we’re changing, for the better.
Regards,
Ken Holmen, MD 
President & CEO, CentraCare Health
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MISSION
We work to improve the health 
of every patient, every day.
VISION
We will be the leader in 
Minnesota for quality, safety, 
service and value.
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The last 18 months have been a trying time 
for the Hendrickx family. In May 2016, during a 
routine ultrasound, Jayne and Jeff found out 
they were having twins, which led to excitement 
and anticipation. Those feelings quickly changed 
to concern in July when they discovered their 
unborn twin girls were experiencing twin-to-twin 
transfusion syndrome, a condition where blood 
vessels connect the umbilical cords and affect the 
babies’ circulation.
The Hendrickxs, who live in New York Mills, began receiving 
treatment at Children’s Hospitals and Clinics in Minneapolis 
and made the six-hour round trip drive many times over the 
next several weeks. They were admitted to Children’s Hospital 
in early August and their daughters, Julia and JoAnn, were born 
Aug. 21, 2016. The joy experienced when a child is born turned to 
heartbreak as Julia died nine days after birth from complications 
related to twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome. Her twin sister, 
JoAnn, who was born at 1 lb.,12 oz., spent 102 days in the 
neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) at Children’s Hospital. 
The Hendrickxs were faced with the incredibly difficult task of 
coping after the loss of Julia while moving forward with the intense 
care that JoAnn needed in order to continue gaining strength. 
Because JoAnn was born prematurely, she had bronchopulmonary 
dysplasia, meaning her lungs hadn’t fully developed. She was on 
oxygen while in the NICU, but made great gains leading up to her 
discharge from the hospital in late November 2016 where she 
was breathing completely on her own. 
JoAnn’s condition requires ongoing monitoring and appointments, 
which have been made easier for the family through St. Cloud 
Hospital’s Virtual Health capabilities. Instead of making the 
drive to Minneapolis for her respiratory appointments, the 
Hendrickxs are able to travel to St. Cloud Hospital – a closer and 
more convenient location — and connect with their pediatric 
pulmonologist in Minneapolis using technology.
“ Only having to travel to St. Cloud has been 
wonderful,” said Jayne. “It saves us time and 
reduces our stress significantly. We’re so 
thankful to the staff at St. Cloud Hospital — 
everyone is so helpful and understanding and it’s 
made this experience much easier for us.” JoAnn 
recently celebrated her first birthday and is doing 
remarkably well. She’s hitting her developmental 
milestones and weighs almost 20 lbs.    
With Virtual Health, CentraCare is connecting people across 
Central Minnesota to the advanced care they need, using 
technology. This includes stroke, neurology, behavioral health 
and specialty care services. CentraCare has partnered with 
Minneapolis-based Children’s Respiratory and Critical Care 
Specialists since 2015.
INNOVATIVE CARE
Helping Rural Families Connect to Care
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Harry’s Mended Heart 
If you’re looking for Harry Fank, you’ll probably find him 
tending to his garden or riding one of his 12 tractors. 
Harry is a 77-year-old retired mechanic who likes to stay 
active on his one-acre plot 10 miles north of Hector, Minn. 
“I tend to stay busy, whether it’s up and down on ladders 
or buzzing around on my tractors,” said Harry.
But earlier this year, things started to slow down for Harry. He began 
experiencing dizzy spells and felt his heart “fluttering.” So he went to 
St. Cloud Hospital. Doctors told him he needed a transcatheter aortic valve 
replacement (TAVR), a new and advanced heart procedure performed at 
leading hospitals across the country. 
TAVR is beneficial to patients because it’s a less invasive procedure — 
compared to open-heart surgery – that widens the aortic valve so blood 
can again flow freely from the heart. “TAVR was the right choice for Harry 
because he previously had open-heart surgery, which makes a repeat 
operation higher risk,” said cardiologist Thom Dahle, MD, CentraCare Heart 
& Vascular Center, who has treated hundreds of patients using this procedure. 
With TAVR, a cardiologist threads a catheter containing a collapsible valve 
in a stent through the patient’s groin to the aortic valve. In Harry’s case, 
Dr. Dahle used an artery near his shoulder because Harry had a previous 
aortic aneurysm repaired, which prevented using an artery in his leg. 
CentraCare Heart & Vascular Center is one of the top centers in the nation 
for this technique, which is called subclavian artery alternative access. As 
one of the largest programs in the state, it was chosen to start and run a 
nationwide multi-center trial evaluating outcomes of this approach.
The TAVR procedure typically takes less than an hour and patients often 
feel better immediately. “The recovery time with TAVR is significantly less 
compared to open-heart surgery,” said Dr. Dahle. “Most patients only 
receive minimal sedation to make them comfortable, so they’re alert and 
able to respond to questions during the procedure.” 
Harry went home the day after his procedure and felt noticeably better 
right away. In fact, he no longer needs his blood pressure medication. With 
his new bill of health, Harry is happy to be able to get busy again. 
Customer  
Convenience  
with CentraCare 
Connect
 
Navigating the health care system is not always easy. There 
are many options for care and sometimes you may not be 
sure where to go, or what specific treatment is needed. 
This is why CentraCare created CentraCare Connect, 
a new communications platform for patients. Through 
CentraCare Connect, customers are able to call, text or 
initiate an online chat 24/7 with a registered nurse who 
can answer questions related to care or help direct people 
to the right service. Scheduling is also available through a 
call/text/chat anytime day or night.
The goal is to connect people to the right care, at the right 
time. It’s all part of a focused effort to serve the changing 
needs of customers while adding new conveniences to 
make life easier. CentraCare Connect is currently available 
for primary care services and will be integrated into other 
clinic services in the coming months.
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Contact CentraCare Connect
24 hours a day/7 days a week
Convenient scheduling and nurse advice
320-200-3200
Text CARE to  
320-287-WELL (9355)
Visit centracare.com/connect
CALL
TEXT
CHAT
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ACCESS TO CARE
Commitment to Our Communities
CentraCare Health —  
Long Prairie 
 
It’s amazing what can get accomplished in 18 months. In Long Prairie, hard work 
during the past year and a half has resulted in completion of a new medical campus 
that will replace the existing 60-year-old facility. The grand opening, in October 
2017,  marked this major accomplishment for CentraCare Health – Long Prairie.
The 65,000-square-foot facility features 26 clinic exam rooms, 12 private patient 
rooms, two labor and delivery suites and two operating suites.  There will also be 
eight observation rooms for emergency and outpatient services as well as an in-
house MRI. An assisted living facility is also part of the campus.
The Long Prairie community was remarkable in its support of this project, raising more 
than $2.5 million to help fund the $40 million project. This investment in the health of 
the community will ensure the people from Long Prairie and the surrounding areas 
have access to the health care services they need today and in the future.
“CentraCare Health – Long Prairie was one of our first steps into the regional market 
nearly 20 years ago,” said Ken Holmen, MD, CentraCare Health president & CEO. “Long 
Prairie is doing great things to partner with the community to improve the health of all 
and CentraCare Health supports that work.”
CENTRACARE.COM/2017
CentraCare Health —   
Melrose 
 
In August 2017, CentraCare Health – Melrose officially opened its doors, 
capping off a remarkable 15-month construction project on a $26 
million, 53,000-square-foot hospital that will serve the community for 
decades to come. The hospital features a new emergency department, 
two state-of-the-art operating rooms, two labor, delivery and recovery 
suites, 14 universal patient rooms, in-house MRI and a bistro, which is 
open to the public.
In addition to the advanced diagnostic services available at the new facility, 
there are also a number of special touches designed to improve the 
patient experience, including a healing garden and artwork throughout 
that captures the spirit of Central Minnesota’s natural landscape.
“Our goal for this new hospital is to provide a 
comfortable, healing environment for our patients,” 
said Gerry Gilbertson, CentraCare Health – Melrose 
administrator. “We offer a multitude of services for the 
community and we will continue to build upon our high 
level of care in the community and beyond.”
The medical campus also includes a 75-bed skilled nursing home, 
a 61-unit senior apartment building with assisted living services and a 
guest house for families seeking to stay close to their loved ones. Together, 
these services ensure the people of Melrose and the surrounding 
communities have access to the care they need.
St. Cloud Medical 
Group Joins 
CentraCare Health
Providing excellent care in the future will require health care 
organizations to partner in innovative ways. In October 2016, 
we announced plans to integrate St. Cloud Medical Group 
into CentraCare Health. The move is part of CentraCare’s 
effort to expand services to better meet the needs of people 
in Central Minnesota. The goal is to improve access to care 
and offer a more seamless experience for patients. One 
year into the integration process and patients are already 
experiencing some of the benefits.
For example, St. Cloud Medical Group patients now have 
access to MyChart, which is a patient portal that makes it 
easier to manage care online. With features like appointment 
scheduling and the ability to connect directly with providers, 
patients have more control, right at their fingertips. While 
there will continue to be enhancements as a result of our 
collaboration, some things won’t change, like the team 
of knowledgeable providers, helpful staff and welcoming 
experience offered through St. Cloud Medical Group.
St. Cloud Medical Group has served Central Minnesota 
communities with primary and specialty care services 
for nearly 90 years and has locations in Clearwater, Cold 
Spring, Northwest St. Cloud and South St. Cloud. St. Cloud 
Medical Group also offers Express Care services at both its 
St. Cloud locations. 
To learn more about St. Cloud Medical Group, visit 
stcloudmedical.com.
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CentraCare understands how essential it is for all people to feel 
part of our community. We must trust each other. “When you have 
a workforce that reflects the communities you serve, you establish 
trust more quickly between caregivers, patients and family 
members,” said Lorraine Griffin Johnson, director of workplace and 
patient diversity for CentraCare. 
 
Trust is something Mulki Habad, a respiratory therapist at CentraCare, felt right 
away when she moved to St. Cloud from Oakland, Calif. in 2016. Before relocating, 
Habad had only been to St. Cloud a handful of times to visit relatives who lived in 
the area. She was a bit apprehensive at first. But she soon came to appreciate a 
community that was more diverse than she remembered, and an employer who 
valued her skills and expertise as a caregiver. 
“The thing I appreciate most is the fact I’m treated as a professional – I’m licensed, 
qualified to do the job and that’s what matters most,” said Habad. “I love working 
with my team. We hold each other to a higher standard and help each other meet 
that standard every day.”
CentraCare continues to build an inclusive environment — one that appreciates 
individual differences and is connected with diverse communities. Recently, the 
organization established several Employee Resource Groups that bring diverse 
populations together to share experiences and perspectives. “The first four 
Employee Resource Groups formed are specific for women, African-Americans, 
Latinos and our LGBTQ population,” said Griffin Johnson.  “We plan to expand 
these groups this coming year by launching groups for veterans, working mothers 
and millennials.”
CentraCare was recognized for its efforts to support its workforce with a 
Minnesota Job Honor Award in 2017. The award showcased inspiring stories from 
CentraCare employees who immigrated to the area and who have made significant 
contributions to the organization. 
COMMUNIT Y PARTNERSHIPS
Creating a Culture of Inclusion
CENTRACARE.COM/2017
CentraCare Health prides itself on supporting the needs of people 
throughout Central Minnesota. Whether it’s through care provided 
at hospitals and clinics across the region, or from partnerships 
with organizations that help make a positive difference in our 
communities, CentraCare is committed to improving health. 
 
But improving health takes more than hospitals and partnerships. It requires building 
an organizational culture that supports our team’s ability to provide exceptional 
care to every patient, at every stage, every day. This is no small task when you 
consider CentraCare employs 10,000 staff at dozens of locations spread across 
hundreds of miles.
CentraCare is working to reshape its culture by working with staff to make 
sure everyone has the tools and talents needed to be their best. By the end 
of 2017, the vast majority of CentraCare employees will have gone through 
training, which includes expectations for how we work together as a team and 
how we treat patients.
As an organization, this is an exciting journey. It’s a marathon, not a sprint, and we 
feel great about the progress we’re making. We’re lucky to have some of the best 
health care providers in the country working at CentraCare Health. Our hope is 
that when you interact with members of our team at any of our facilities, you will 
experience a culture that is striving to give our best for you.
Our Best for You
Ultimately, we are making this investment so we can provide our best for you. You may even see 
the phrase “Our Best For You” throughout our facilities. When you do, know this is more than 
just a slogan. It’s a commitment to providing care that is remarkable, because it was everything 
you needed and more. It means listening to your needs. It means being present in the moment, 
free of distractions. It means working together to coordinate your care and it also means being 
accountable for our actions.
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In 2016, CentraCare Health launched Feeling Good 
MN, an initiative created to improve the health of 
our communities by changing policies, systems 
and environments. It’s been an exciting first year 
with a number of programs introduced through 
partnerships with local businesses.
 
One program is the Feeling Good MN Health Hero, which 
recognizes people, businesses and communities in Central 
Minnesota that are setting a healthy example. McKay’s Family 
Dodge is sponsoring the program and providing use of a Dodge 
Sprinter van, which is wrapped with the teal Feeling Good MN 
logo making it hard to miss when it’s darting around St. Cloud. 
Health Hero nominations are made online through the Feeling 
Good MN website and each monthly winner receives a surprise 
visit from the Feeling Good MN van and is presented with a 
healthy care package. Each winner’s story is documented with a 
video that captures the moment the recipient is surprised with 
the recognition. To see the people and local businesses that have 
been named Health Heroes, visit feelinggoodmn.org/healthhero.
“It feels good to recognize those around us who 
inspire others,” said Jodi Gertken, CentraCare 
Health’s director of wellness. “There is a lot of 
energy and positivity in Central Minnesota so we 
want to celebrate it.” 
Another program introduced in 2017 was the Feeling Good 
MN Fun Bin program, which encourages people to be active by 
making sports equipment and games more accessible. The Fun 
Bin is a container chock-full of games and toys, all free for people 
to use.  All Fun Bin items were generously donated by Scheels of 
St. Cloud. The goal is to make it easy to be active by providing 
the equipment needed, accompanied with just a few simple rules:
 1) Borrow an item. 
 2) Have fun.  
 3)  Put it back when you’re done  
(return the same day). 
“One of our main goals is to make it easy for people to be 
healthy,” said Gertken. “The Fun Bin is one way we’re trying to 
support our community and encourage people to stay active.” 
The program launched in summer 2017 with one Fun Bin that 
traveled to several locations throughout St. Cloud. Based on the 
interest and feedback, there are plans to expand the number of 
Fun Bins starting in 2018. 
If you are interested in having the Fun Bin located in your 
community or if you’d like to have it onsite at a neighborhood 
gathering or festival, email us at info@feelinggoodmn.org.
WORKING TOGETHER
Feeling Good About Feeling Good MN
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Health and wellness are affected by much more 
than medical care. Earning a living wage, for 
example, can do wonders to improve a person’s 
well-being. That’s one of the reasons CentraCare 
partnered with CareerOne, a program offered by 
Career Solutions, formerly known as Stearns-Benton 
Employment & Training Council. CareerOne serves 
at-risk youth, ages 14-17, providing opportunities 
to gain work experience, be part of a team and earn 
money during the summer.
In 2015, CentraCare approached Career Solutions about a 
partnership and donated funds to support 40 youth in St. Cloud 
who participated in the five-week program. It included a mix of 
classroom and on-site work experiences where kids teamed up 
on projects in the community. In 2016, CentraCare increased its 
support and CareerOne expanded to support 100 youth in St. 
Cloud and added a program in Sauk Centre with 10 kids. And in 
2017, the momentum continued as the program expanded to 
100 youth in St. Cloud, 20 youth in Sauk Centre and 10 kids in 
Paynesville.
“Words cannot describe the impact this program has had on 
these young lives,” said Ken Holmen, MD, president & CEO of 
CentraCare. “Having a summer job and getting that first work 
experience is something that can shape the rest of your life. We’re 
proud to support CareerOne because it provides opportunities 
for kids and offers exposure to different professions as they think 
about their future.”
But it’s not just experience that kids gain through this program. Each 
participant can earn a stipend up to $1,020 during the summer, 
working jobs such as supporting the grounds crew at CentraCare. 
They also get exposure to various health care careers — from 
nursing to respiratory care — by meeting with CentraCare staff 
who share their experiences firsthand with the kids. 
The program is life changing for some, and the positive impact of 
the experience is on full display at the completion of the program. 
On the last day, participants and their families have a chance to 
share stories about their experience during a special luncheon. 
“It’s an emotional day,” said Tammy Biery, executive director of the 
CareerOne program. “It’s inspiring to hear the parents talk about 
the positive changes they’ve seen in their kids during the summer 
program. Thanks to CentraCare’s support, we hope to expand 
the program again next year.”
Creating Opportunities for Kids
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Being “healthy” means having good physical and mental health 
at any age. In Central Minnesota, people age 55 and older make 
up one of the fastest growing populations, which means the 
health care needs for many people is changing. One area of care 
that continues to be challenging to address — specifically for our 
aging population — is mental health. In Monticello, leaders saw an 
opportunity to develop an innovative solution to provide much-
needed mental health services for those in need.
 
Traditionally, behavioral health units have been led by psychiatrists. However, 
CentraCare Health – Monticello developed a unique and innovative model to meet 
the needs of the community. They built a team, led by geriatricians, that partners 
with psychiatrists, nurses, clinical social workers and others to treat the individual’s 
comprehensive health needs – not just their mental health. This approach, which 
is the first of its kind in the U.S. to use this structure, came to fruition when the 
CentraCare Health — Monticello Geriatric Behavioral Health Unit opened in 
June 2017. The 10-bed unit provides 24/7 inpatient medical and behavioral care to 
people 55 years and older. 
“It’s rewarding to provide this important service to the geriatric population in 
our community,” said Chris Walker, director of inpatient mental health units at 
CentraCare. “Our partnership with consulting psychiatrists and geriatricians has 
been phenomenal. And our care team’s experience working with not only patients, 
but their families, has really been key to our early success.”
The Geriatric Behavioral Health Unit is equipped with experts who have the 
experience to treat a number of conditions, including depression, bipolar disorder, 
schizophrenia and dementia. To complement these core services, animal assistive 
therapy, music, art, yoga and aromatherapy are also offered to support the needs 
of the patients.
Patients are admitted from care centers, assisted living facilities, memory care units, 
primary care physicians and emergency rooms. The unit offers a confidential and 
safe environment with appropriate safety requirements, professionally trained staff 
and around-the-clock surveillance. 
AGING POPULATION
Expanding Mental Health Services in Monticello
CentraCare Health is responding to the changing 
demographics in our senior community. In just a 
few years, the number of adults age 65 and older is 
expected to surpass the number of K-12 children in 
Minnesota. And in Stearns and Benton County, the 
projected population of people age 55 and older is 
expected to increase by 51 percent and 74 percent 
respectively by 2040. These changing demographics 
led to the need for expanded senior housing in our 
communities. St. Benedict’s Senior Community, 
a division of CentraCare, is proud to lead the way. 
 
In summer 2016, St. Benedict’s Senior Community opened 
Chateau Waters, which is setting a new standard for senior living 
in Central Minnesota. The facility offers amenities that were 
chosen based on input from the community and features close 
ties to nature, which is felt throughout the nine-acre campus 
located in Sartell.
Chateau Waters is not your typical senior housing facility. Most 
accurately described as a “resort-style” senior community, the 
goal is to provide upscale accommodations for people 55 
and older, who want to continue their active lifestyle while 
eliminating the headaches that sometimes go along with 
maintaining a home. With 72 one-bedroom and two-bedroom 
apartment units and 12 different floor plans to choose from, 
there are many options available.
“We wanted to give people an option that didn’t exist prior 
to Chateau Waters,” said Jennifer Vogel, director of marketing 
and communications for St. Benedict’s Senior Community. “The 
amenities we offer are second to none and include a spa and 
wellness center, restaurant, bar and bistro with indoor and 
outdoor seating, a performance center with a raised stage, a 
pickleball court, putting green and even a movie theatre room.”
While the numerous amenities throughout the campus grab 
your attention, there’s also a peace of mind that comes with being 
connected to health care services through CentraCare, if and when 
needed.
To learn more about Chateau Waters, visit chateauwaters.com/cw.
 
Redefining Senior Living in Sartell
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Serving Our Communities
CentraCare 
Health 
Financials
State of Operations
Balance Sheet
(in millions)
Assets
Current Assets:
Restricted Assets:
Property, Plant & Equipment:
Other Assets: 
Total Assets: 
Liabilities
Current Liabilities:  
Long-Term Debt:
Other Liabilities:
Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Total Liabilities & Net Assets
$353
$592
$754
$32 
$1,731 
$190
$477
$80
$747
$984
$1,731
$337
$534
$656
$31 
$1,558 
$167 
$456
$99
$722
$836
$1,558
Total Revenue:
Total Expenses:
Net Operating Income:
Operating Margin:
Annual Capital Expenditures:
$1,265
$1,223
$42
3.3%
$165
$1,200
$1,149
$50
4.2%
$88
2017 2016
$174,160,239Total Value of Community Contributions
Total: $85.3
Additional Community Benefit (in millions)
$3Taxes & Fees
$5.7Discounts Offered to Uninsured Patients
$17.6Other Care Provided w/o Compensation
$59Cost in excess of Medicare Programs
Total: $88.8
$69
Medicaid & Other 
Public Programs
$.2
Other Community 
Benefit
$2.5
Cash & In-kind  
Donations
$4.4
Charity Care$5Education/Research
$7.7
Subsidized Health Services
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CentraCare 
Health Foundation 
Financials
Health Gain FY2017
SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS FOR 
FISCAL YEAR 2017
 
EXPENSES (in thousands)
Grants & Programs $6,377
Special Events $879
Administrative $746
Fundraising $1,216
Total Expenses $9,218
Net Assets at the end of the year $57,601
 
REVENUE & SUPPORT (in thousands)
Contributions, net* $8,983
Investment Income, net $5,315
Special Events $1,567
Planned Giving Expectations** $2,835
Total Revenue $18,700
 *  St. Cloud Hospital, CentraCare Health - Long 
Prairie, CentraCare Health - Sauk Centre, and St. 
Benedict’s Senior Community covered a portion 
of the Foundation’s administrative expenses. The 
number is reflected in the contribution line.
**  Some planned gifts are revocable and may not 
materialize.
Every year, the CentraCare Health Foundation awards regional grants to 
organizations that are aligned with our mission of improving health and health 
care in the community.  Over the Foundation’s history, we have given more than 
300 grants to organizations that share our commitment to improving health. 
In FY 2017, we provided grants to the following organizations: 
INNOVATIONS FUND INVESTMENT
CentraCare Health Foundation also awarded an Innovations Fund 
Investment to CentraCare’s Obesity Management Program. CentraCare 
Clinic Internal Medicine has designed an intensive, physician-supervised 
obesity management program for the primary care setting.  The program 
focuses on lifestyle changes, including diet modifications, routine exercise 
and behavioral changes to treat disordered eating.
For more information about CentraCare Health Foundation’s grant guidelines 
or the grants awarded, visit centracare.com/foundation/grant-guidelines/
ORGANIZATION PROJECT NAME
Big Brothers Big Sisters Dr. Potter Bigs on Campus   
of Central Minnesota Mentoring Initiative
St. Cloud Area School District 742 Project Lead the Way Biomedical
The College of St. Scholastica Health and Educational Resources   
 Equity in St. Cloud
Wellness in the Woods, Inc. Post-traumatic Stress Disorder -  
 The Untold Story
CentraCare Health-St. Cloud Hospital CCH Mindfulness Program
Boys & Girls Clubs of Central Minnesota SMART Girls - A program that 
 enhances girls’ physical and  
 emotional health.
Circle of Parents St. Cloud Chapter of Circle of Parents 
Hands of Hope Resource Center Violence Prevention Initiative 
Hope Remains US Cuddle Cot Initiative
Horizon Health Inc. Faith in Action Transportation Services  
 to medical appointments
National Kidney Foundation Kidney Disease Awareness Programs
Paramount Center for the Arts Art Sparks!
Sherburne County Area United Way Regional Dentistry Services from  
 Children’s Dental Services
Spare Key Central Minnesota Housing Support
Epilepsy Foundation of Minnesota Information and Referral Navigator  
 Program
LION Community Enrichment Adolescent Healing & Socialization of 
Programs, Inc.  African American Males
Operation Grace MN Lil’ Flossie should also go to 
 Apollo High School
ROCORI Senior Center Promoting a Healthier and Financially  
 Sustainable ROCORI Senior Center
The Yes Network I Have A Dream
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$1,200
$1,149
$50
4.2%
$88
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Michael Benusa
Craig Broman
Paul Dorsher, MD
Julie Esselman
Christy Gilleland
Janet Handrigan, MD
Hon. Elizabeth Hayden
Kenneth Holmen, MD
Brad Konkler
Mark Kranz
Yvonne Kremers
Elaina Lee, MD
Carmie Mick
Bernie Perryman
Paul Radeke
Pam Raden
Nicholas Reuter, MD
Chad Roggeman
David Smith, MD
Kevin Smith, MD
David Tilstra, MD
Deb Vogt
Rose Windschitl
Diane Wojtanowicz
CENTRACARE HEALTH 
FOUNDATION BOARD  
OF DIRECTORS
MISSION
CentraCare Health Foundation 
engages the philanthropic 
community in partnerships to 
improve health and health care.
One of the most rewarding aspects of being part of the CentraCare 
Health Foundation is witnessing the generosity from so many people 
across Central Minnesota and beyond. We are humbled again this year 
by the acts of kindness from so many, which help CentraCare fulfill its 
mission to improve the health of every patient, every day.
Through the Foundation, we are always looking for opportunities to 
more closely connect the community to CentraCare, whether that’s 
through volunteering efforts, partnerships or financial support. We also 
try to provide many different options for you to support CentraCare so 
that your contribution honors your intent and benefits the community. 
In this year’s report, we highlight several of the people and 
businesses that have inspired us through their actions. We hope 
you enjoy these stories and we thank you for your continued 
support, which benefits programs, services and efforts that are 
strengthening our service community.
Brad Konkler 
Vice President, Philanthropy & Community Health
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WAYS TO GIVE
Father Mark Stang has always been about 
connections. Growing up on a farm near St. Nicholas, 
he felt connected to the land, and when he joined 
the priesthood in 1990, it was a connection to a 
higher calling that he answered. Around that same 
time, life took a turn when he was diagnosed with an 
aggressive form of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma that 
had spread to his lymph nodes. He went through 
treatment, but the cancer grew, forming three new 
tumors. Mark was just wrapping up his seminary 
studies and this news prompted the Bishop to 
move up his ordination date.
 
Following ordination, Mark was preparing to lead his first church 
Mass and decided to stop cancer treatment for a month so 
that he could gain some of his strength back. At this point, he 
was preparing to die. He delivered his first Mass homily, which 
he thought would be one of his last. But at his next follow-up 
appointment, he received shocking news — he was cancer free. 
His Mayo Clinic doctors were perplexed and Mark took it as a sign 
that he had more work to do before his time was up.
Today, Fr. Mark works as a chaplain at St. Cloud Hospital where he 
connects with people experiencing difficult times. He’s drawn to helping 
those in need. But his giving extends beyond his day job. See, Fr. Mark 
is still involved in his family’s farm along with his brother. He maintains 
40 acres, which this year raised an organic alfalfa crop. He donates all 
the profits to charity and this year he worked with the CentraCare 
Health Foundation’s Farm & Harvest Gift program to donate the 
proceeds from his alfalfa crop. He earmarked the donation to help 
fund the renovation of the St. Cloud Hospital Chapel.
“Growing up, I felt a connection to farming, and my dad taught me 
respect for the land,” said Fr. Mark. “Being able to donate proceeds 
from my harvest to support the CentraCare Foundation helps me 
connect my farm to the community and people around me.” In 
many ways, Fr. Mark’s generous philanthropy is his way of paying 
it forward, for the gift of a cancer-free life he received years ago.
To learn more about donating through the CentraCare Health 
Foundation’s Farm & Harvest Gift program, including the tax 
benefits available, call (320) 240-2810.
Chaplain Donates Crop Through  
Farm & Harvest Gift Program
17
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WAYS TO GIVE
Real Estate Donation 
Proves to be a Win-Win
 
When John Wojtanowicz acquired a 40-acre property 
north of Itasca State Park as a young man, it became 
his hunting getaway. He and his brother built a cabin 
on the heavily wooded property with a creek running 
through it. There was no cell service and the solar-
powered cabin was completely off the grid. It was 
remote, quiet and over the years became the setting 
for many great family memories.
 
But when John passed away in 2009, the land and cabin were no 
longer used by the Wojtanowicz family. So instead of holding on 
to the property, John’s wife, Diane, decided to donate it to the 
CentraCare Health Foundation as a way to honor John’s legacy 
and pay it forward. “We’ve always believed that good health 
care is important for everyone in our community,” said Diane 
Wojtanowicz, who owns and operates Prairie Farm Company, Inc. 
“John was active with the CentraCare Health Foundation years 
ago, so it felt like the right thing to do.”
This prime hunting land sold quickly and the proceeds went to 
the CentraCare Health Foundation. The donation provided tax 
benefits for Diane and the funds now support the mission of the 
Foundation, which she and her family strongly believe in. “It was an 
easy process and a win-win,” said Diane.
To learn more about CentraCare Health Foundation’s 
Real Estate Gift Program, call (320) 240-2810, or email 
foundation@centracare.com.
Foundation Offers 
Free Expert Help with 
Estate Planning
 
For most people, the idea of establishing a will or mapping out 
an estate plan is not on the top of the “to-do” list. It’s easy to put 
off and may not even be something people want to think about. 
But for Dani and Doris Westra, they knew it was something they 
needed to do. “We have watched too many friends and families 
have to deal with estates for those who didn’t have things in 
order,” said Doris. “You really owe it to those you leave behind to 
have everything in place.”
As part of the Westra’s estate planning process, they took 
advantage of a complimentary estate plan review offered by 
the CentraCare Health Foundation through a partnership with 
Thompson & Associates. The goal is to help people understand 
their options, review current plans and ultimately determine 
a tax-wise course of action for their estate plan. Through this 
partnership, people receive personalized and confidential 
expertise from an unbiased third party. There is no obligation to 
give anything to charity and the planning representative does not 
sell products or draft documents.
The Westra’s found the review helpful because they were able 
to better understand the overall process and consider options 
that fit their needs and wishes. “We appreciated the idea of 
sitting down, asking lots of questions and taking our time to make 
sure everything was as we wanted it,” said Doris. Best of all, the 
review gave the Westra’s peace of mind in knowing their plan was 
updated and they no longer had to think about it. In the end, the 
Westra’s chose to include the CentraCare Health Foundation in 
their estate plan as a way to give back and ultimately support the 
health of the community.
If you have questions about making a planned gift or would like 
more information about our complimentary estate planning 
consultation, contact CentraCare Health Foundation at 
(320) 240-2810, or email foundation@centracare.com.
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CentraCare’s vision for cancer care in Central Minnesota 
is one that takes into consideration every need of every 
patient, every day. To achieve this vision and provide 
leading-edge quality cancer care throughout the region, 
CentraCare plans to build a new Cancer Survivor Center 
– a facility that will provide resources to more than 7,000 
cancer survivors. 
 
The Survivor Center, which will be located next to the Coborn Cancer 
Center in St. Cloud, will offer programs and resources for patients and 
families to use during and after cancer treatment. Many of these services 
are not covered by insurance, yet can make a world of difference to 
someone experiencing cancer.
To create this center that caters to cancer survivors’ needs, the 
CentraCare Health Foundation set a $3.2 million goal for 100 percent 
project funding. The Coborn Family Foundation donated a $1-million 
lead gift in 2015, which was followed by more than $840,000 from 
CentraCare Health employees; a $100,000 matching gift from Marco for 
the 2016 community campaign, along with generous support from Otto 
Bremer Trust; Anderson Family of Companies; Form A Feed, Inc.; Gene & 
Sheelah Windfeldt; Rice Family & Rice Companies, Inc.; Knife River ; Mark 
Coborn and MCI Carpet One.
Thanks to this generous community and employee support, the 
fundraising goal was achieved and construction can now begin on the 
Cancer Survivor Center expected to open in Fall 2018.
Cancer Survivor Center 
Fundraising Goal Met
“Caring for  
Communities” in 
Monticello
 
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines philanthropy as: 
“goodwill to fellow members of the human race.” That’s 
exactly the philosophy embraced by the CentraCare 
Health Foundation in 2016 when it launched its 
philanthropy efforts in Monticello. The idea was simple – 
bring the people together in a way that provides goodwill 
and promotes the well-being of the community.
“The community had gone through so many changes in 
health care over the years, so we wanted to invite people 
to the campus so they could experience what’s here, 
have a dialogue and ask questions,” said Michelle Redding, 
development officer for CentraCare Health Foundation 
– Monticello. To do this, they started hosting small groups 
for tours, which gave people an opportunity to get more 
familiar with the facilities, services and team.
The feedback from the tours was overwhelmingly positive 
and attendees appreciated having a connection to the 
campus. So, in November 2016, the Foundation hosted 
a kick-off breakfast, called Caring for our Communities, 
which brought together more than 300 businesses and 
individuals to discuss the mission of the health campus 
and opportunities to support the work. The event raised 
$300,000 to help fund excellence in patient and family care 
— patient care services important to the patient/family 
care experience, but not reimbursed through insurance 
— as well as a number of local community health and 
wellness initiatives.
“Our campus health care partners really stepped up,” said 
Redding. In total, more than 30 businesses and individuals 
made contributions of $5,000 or more, which inspired 
others to invest in the future as well. “It was beautifully 
affirming that the community was on board with us. They 
share our desire to enhance the services provided on our 
medical campus and showed that through their actions 
and generosity.”
We invite you to Rediscover Your Hospital in a one-
hour mission-based tour where you will learn about 
current programs, growing services and future plans. 
 
To schedule, contact Karen Chatterton at (763) 271-2489 
or chattertonk@centracare.com.
FUNDRAISING
19
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When Jane Seymour visited St. Cloud in May 2017 to be part 
of CentraCare’s Spring Fling fundraiser, she talked about the 
importance of keeping your heart open. So, it was only fitting that 
while here, she dedicated a replica of her Open Heart sculpture 
that is now permanently displayed at the entrance of the 
CentraCare Heart & Vascular Center. Gene and Sheelah Windfeldt, 
who hosted Seymour during her visit, funded the sculpture. 
 
As the featured guest at Spring Fling 2017, Seymour shared inspiring stories about 
her life, experiences and the personal ups and downs that have shaped who she is 
today. She also held a Q&A with the nearly 600 people who attended the event at 
the River’s Edge Convention Center. The event raised more than $190,000 for the 
CentraCare Heart & Vascular Center and St. Benedict’s Senior Community. 
Seymour, who is most known for her lead role in the TV series “Dr. Quinn, Medicine 
Woman,” is also an accomplished artist. While in St. Cloud, Seymour took time to 
meet with seniors at St. Benedict’s Senior Community where she led a watercolor 
art class for residents. “Really, I started painting as a way to heal myself,” said Seymour. 
“The next thing I knew, I couldn’t stop. It was totally healing for me and as you can 
see today, I don’t want to stop.”
Funds raised from the event are being used to support numerous programs, 
including resuscitation care at the CentraCare Heart & Vascular Center and arts 
programming at St. Benedict’s Senior Community.
The 2018 Spring Fling event will be April 12 at the Paramount Center for the Arts. 
SPRING FLING
Memorable Spring Fling Fundraiser 
Features Jane Seymour
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Gene and Sheelah Windfeldt have been generous supporters of 
CentraCare Health for many years. Yet, when you ask Gene what motivates 
him to give back, he’ll quickly tell you that he doesn’t look at it that way. 
“I don’t consider it giving back,” said Gene. “I feel we have a responsibility to 
make our community a better place. We’re all a product of our community, 
so the more we can do to help others, the better.” That spirit is what drives 
the Windfeldt family in their efforts to have a positive impact on St. Cloud 
and communities throughout Central Minnesota.
Gene spent most of his career with Kirby Vacuum, serving as the company’s 
CEO for 10 years. After he retired, he worked with his son, Michael, who 
was involved in the art business, and they partnered with Thomas Kincaid 
to open several art galleries. It was through these experiences that he 
found an appreciation for art’s healing power. “I really believe art can help 
with the healing process,” said Gene. “So we worked with the CentraCare 
Health Foundation to find opportunities where art could play a role in 
impacting patients and their families.”
Gene is now retired from the art business, but it’s still a passion and he has 
many art industry connections. One of those connections happens to be 
actress Jane Seymour. 
When they first met in 2001, Seymour had just launched her own art 
endeavor. Years later, they asked her if she would be interested in creating 
an art sculpture for the CentraCare Heart & Vascular Center. Not only did 
she agree to create an open-heart sculpture, but also traveled to St. Cloud 
in May to take part in the artwork’s unveiling at the 2017 Spring Fling event.
The Windfeldts funded Jane Seymour’s sculpture and worked locally 
with Coldspring, a natural stone manufacturer, to create a granite base 
to complete the piece, which now welcomes people at the entrance to 
the CentraCare Heart & Vascular Center. “It turned out great,” said Gene. 
“We’re grateful to be able to support CentraCare in this way.”
The Healing Power of Art Chapel Undergoes Renovation 
The Chapel has been a cornerstone for St. Cloud Hospital, 
since it opened in 1928. It continues to be a sacred place 
for people of all denominations and beliefs — a place for 
solace, reflection, meditation and peace. Over the past 
several decades, the Chapel has served many functions 
within the hospital community and is open 24 hours a day 
and used every day.
But after 90 years with only a few minor updates, 
the Chapel needed its own tender loving care. So, the 
CentraCare Health Foundation took the lead, working 
with the community, to raise funds that would shine an even 
brighter light on this special place. Through the support of 
many generous donors, the effort completed in early 2017 
is nothing short of remarkable.
The goal was to build on the beauty and simplicity of the 
Chapel, which is evident throughout. A welcoming new 
entrance, featuring a glass mural painted by St. Cloud artist, 
R.C. McCoy, depicts creation through the beauty of trees, 
fields, water, flowers, sky and a sunrise. As people step 
inside the chapel, they experience an uplifting environment 
with enhanced lighting and restoration of the original 
Kasota Stone and terrazzo floor.
PROJECTS
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CUMULATIVE 
BENEFACTORS
The persons, foundations and 
corporations listed have achieved 
a lifetime-giving level of $10,000 
or more. 
$2,000,000+
CentraCare Health Employees
Clearway Minnesota
The Coborn Family
Benedict F. (†) & Dorothy J. Gorecki
St. Cloud Hospital Volunteer Auxiliary
John & Mary Weitzel
$1,000,000+
Anderson Family of Companies
Rollie & Barbara A. Anderson
Rose Mary (†) & Darwin Bonn
Coborn Family Foundation
Bob & Linda Feuling &  
The Feuling Family
Grocers on the Green
State of Minnesota
George & Shirley Torrey
Gene & Sheelah Windfeldt
$750,000+
Douglas J. & Tanya Boser –  
Inventure Properties, LLC  
Boser Construction, Inc.
Marco Technologies, LLC
The Kresge Foundation
$500,000+
American Foods Group, LLC
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota
Crothall Services Group
Design Electric, Inc.
Bob & Nancy Ferche Family
Barb & Art Grachek
Patrick E. Lynch 
Morgan Family Foundation
Otto Bremer Trust
The Rosen Family Foundation, Inc. –  
Lud, Roberta & Thomas Rosen
Bob & Sandy Sexton
Dr. Wesley J. & Jean A.(†) Streed
$250,000+
Bernick Family Foundation
Scott & Kim Blattner
Andy & Jodi Fritz - El-Jay Plumbing  
& Heating, Inc.
Lester Engel
Farmers Union Industries, LLC
Dr. Michael C. & Kendra Flanagan
John & Nancy Frobenius
Lee & Jan Hanson
Harold E. Anderson Trust
Al & Yvonne Kremers
Leighton Broadcasting Radio Stations 
KCLD, KZPK, KCML, KNSI
John Mahowald & Donna Kuhl
Mahowald Insurance Agency
Gary & Jane Marsden
Dr. John & Joyce Matsuura
John & Cherie McDowall -  
McDowall Company
McGough Construction Company, Inc.
Medica Foundation
Dr. Terence & Sue Pladson
Regional Diagnostic Radiology
Rice Family & Rice Companies, Inc.
The Clara Foundation
Patrick J. & Karen L. Virnig
Wells Fargo Bank
Diane & John (†) Wojtanowicz/ 
Prairie Farm Company
William (†) & Karen Young -  
Granite City Dental Lab
Dennis & Karen Zaun
$100,000+
Abbott
American Heritage Bank & the Jay 
Johnston & Rodger Johnston families
Barb Anderson & Dave Chandler
Dr. Luther(†) & Julie Aronson Dehnel
Arvig
Cornelius P. & Sandra L. Baldwin
Michael & Sharon Bauerly Family Fund
Bauerly Companies
Rodger & Marlys Bense
Dick & Mimi Bitzan
Bremer Bank
Craig & Karen Broman
The Carlson Family and  
C & L Distributing
Central Minnesota Emergency Physicians
City of Melrose
 Melrose Public Utilities Commission
CliftonLarsonAllen
Dan’s Prize, Inc.
Donlar Construction
Dr. Paul J. & Joanne E. Dorsher
Roger & Betty Duininck
The Ellison Family Trust
Epic Systems
Merle J. & Kathy Felling
Form A Feed Inc.
Jared Gapinski & Molly Meagher
GNP Company – Gold’n Plump
Gray Plant Mooty
Donald Helgeson & Sue Shepard
Leo T. Henkemeyer
Emily Hoeft Estate
Kevin J. & Joanne M. Hughes
Hughes Mathews Greer, P.A.
MaryLee & James Illies
Jim Christensen –  
J.C. Christensen & Associates, Inc.
Dwight & Audrey Jaeger
Sy & Corrine Janochoski Family -  
   Sy & Sons, Inc.
Jennie-O Turkey Store, Inc.
Kemps
Knife River/MDU Foundation
Lamar Outdoor Advertising
Cheryl Lightle & Wade Skaja
Thomas E. & Mary Mathews
McGough - St. Cloud
Gordy & Michelle Meyer
Dan & Susan Miller -  
Miller Architects & Builders
Jim & Marion Miller
Minnesota Organization on  
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
Dr. Paul T. and Nancy (†) Moran
Multiple Concepts Interiors  
Carpet One
Pan-O-Gold Baking Co
Dr. Nicholas & Bernice Reuter
Barry & Sandy Ross
Phil & Evelyn Ruggiero
Russ Davis Wholesale
Leo M. & Karen M. Sand
Scheels All Sports
Joyce A. & Thomas L. Schlough
Ronald S. & Irene E. Schmidt
SEI
Christopher Shorba
Sprint PCS
St. Cloud Ear Nose & Throat -  
Head & Neck Clinic, PA
St. Cloud Hospital Auxiliary  
Gift Gallery
St. Cloud Lions Club
Tastefully Simple
The Jagielski Family Charitable Fund
Esther & Jerome (†) Then
Delphine (†) & John  
Undersander Family
US Bank
Paul E. Van Gorp, MD &  
Roberta Knutson
Faber Family – Viking Coca-Cola,  
First Choice, Armada Coffee
Bob & Penny White
Wolters Kluwer Financial Services
$75,000+
Gail Anderson
Audio Video Extremes LLC
John, Nancy, Corey & Lee Bartlett – 
Automotive Parts Headquarters, Inc.
Vonnie Bangtson
Charles D. Nielsen and Peggy L. Carlson
Carl & Barb Caspers
Child Care Choices, Inc.
Mark K. Coborn
Crafts Direct
Crystal Farms
Fraternal Order of Eagles
Dr. John H. & Jeanne M. Geiser
Ken & Deb Gieske
Greater MN Fight for a Cure
Judge Elizabeth Hayden & 
 Judge Charles Flinn, Jr.
HealthPartners Central  
Minnesota Clinics
Linda & Ken Holmen
Dr. Allen & Laura Horn
J & B Group
The Jay Johnston Family
The Rodger Johnston Family
Drs. Richard & Merryn R. Jolkovsky
William A. & Virginia M. Lee
Jim Nahan
Denny & Karol Ringsmuth
Rinke Noonan, Ltd
Sisters of the Order of Saint Benedict
Don & Sylvia Weeres & Family –  
Spee-Dee Delivery Service, Inc.
Sysco Western MN
The Lynn Johnson Family Foundation
Then Family Charitable Foundation
Drs. David & Janet Tilstra
Vascular Solutions
Gary & Wendy Verkinnes
 
$50,000+
Array Services Group
Clearwater Travel Plaza
John P. (†) & Cindy B. Clemens
Robert and Veronica Coborn  
Family Fund
Coldspring
Courrier Investments LLC
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen Cragle
Creative Memories/ 
The Antioch Company
DeZurik
Karla & Mark Donlin Family Fund
Charles & Jane Dooley
The Eich Family & Eich Motor Company
Dr. Walter N. & Trecia Ann Ellis
Perry L. Evans
Michael J. Faber & Stacy Kates Faber
Rose Ann Faber
Christy Gilleland - Gilleland  
Chevrolet-Cadillac
Ross Hall & Tanya Vossberg
Hammel, Green and Abrahamson, Inc.
Dr. Richard W. & Patricia Hart
Joe & Amy Hellie
Holiday Companies
Dennis & Tamara Holland
Ken & Beth Honkomp
J.P. Morgan Securities, Inc.
Mary Lou Jameson
Karen & Jerry Jurgens
The Klick Foundation
Sue & Greg Klugherz
Linus (†) & Marina Koopmeiners 
Jim & Mary Jane Lauerman
Steven Letnes
Hub Levandowski & Karol Moorman
John P. & Maryanne Mahowald
Thank you to everyone who generously supports health and health care in Central Minnesota. 
The lists of benefactors highlight the thousands of people in our region whose gifts are 
impacting the care of patients today, leaving a legacy of future health improvements. 
(Listed donors as of July 1, 2017)
We truly are grateful to our benefactors and make every effort to list them as they prefer. 
Please call 320-240-2810 to correct any errors or discrepancies that appear in the following lists.
Thank You to Our Donors
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Steve & Trese Mareck
Margaret Burke Trust
Dr. Edward & William Martin-Chaffee
Mathew Hall Lumber Company
Mark & Ronda Matthias
Metropolitan Mechanical  
Contractors, Inc.
Barry & Stacy Meyer
MHA
Michael Foods
Midsota Plastic & Reconstructive 
Surgeons, PA
MillerCoors
Minnesota Academy of  
Pediatrics Foundation
Dr. Chris & Denise Moellentine
John & Helen Monson
Michael R. & Donna M. Nathe
Ben & Kari Nemeth
New Flyer USA
Robert & Marilyn Obermiller
Option Care
PCL Construction Services, Inc.
Preferred Credit, Inc.
Danya Rice
Michael & Elizabeth Roth
Sherburne County Auditor/Treasurer
Michael & Patricia Sipe
St. Cloud Foot & Ankle Center, PA
St. Cloud Hospital School of  
Nursing Alumni
Stearns Benton Medical Society
Don & Angeline Hall Family
Stinson Leonard Street LLP
Supervalu Inc.
Daniel & Susan Swenson
Kathy & Tom Terhaar
The Hearst Foundations
Tony & Joyce Tillemans
TKI/ Tom & Diane Kraemer Family
Townsquare Media, Inc.
Traumen Glasberg Design Studios
University of Minnesota
Brad & Kathy Wheelock
Dr. Daniel & Judy Whitlock
Dr. Darin D. & Katy Willardsen
Duane & Elaine Schultz and  
Winkelman Building Corporation
Robert & RoseAnn Zinter
$25,000+
Janie & Jack M. Amundson
Matt Hwang & Stacia Anderson
Janet & Dr. Charles Andres
Anheuser - Busch
Arbor Research Collaborative for Health
Larry L. Asplin
BankVista
Joan B. Volkmuth
Roberta & Kevin Basol
David & Jean Bauerly Family
Jerry & Elaine Bauerly
Gary & Kay Bechtold
BerganKDV
Don & Pat(†) Bitzan
Payton Blomstrom Perinatal & Pediatrics 
Palliative Care Fund
Joe & Patty Blonski
Blue Cross Blue Shield
Bonnie & Stephen Bologna
Tom & Andrea Brasel
Bremer Financial Services Inc.
Dr. Frank T. & Alice L. Brown
Laura Burns
Bush Foundation
Center For Diagnostic Imaging
Central Minnesota Credit Union
Central Minnesota Noon Optimist Club
Certified Hereford Beef
Linda & Joe Chmielewski
Continental Press, Inc
Mick Family – CWMF Corp.
D.J. Bitzan Jewelers
Dahlheimer Beverage, LLC
Jim & Jan Davis
DCI, Inc.
Del Monte Foods
Dr. & Mrs. Michael J. Dorle
Dunham Associates
Rene Eldidy, MD
Elmer Garding Memorial Cancer Fund
Janice & Charles Engebretson
Dr. Fred J. & Lynn Engman
Jason & Debra Erickson
Events Extraordinaire By Jean Inc/ 
Jean Dotzler
Fifth District Eagles
Finken Water & Kay’s Kitchen
First State Bank
Eric & Chanda Gebhardt
General Mills
Frank & Helen Gessell
Granite Equity Partners Fund
Patricia Gray
Doug & Kay Greenlee
James & Pauline Hall
Don & Nancy Hansen
Dr. Ronald D. & Michelle Hanson
Harley & Sally Hanson
Paul & Jennifer Harris
Richard & Kris Inderieden -  
Heater Rental Services
Dr. Patrick & Juliann Heller
Kit & Jerry Henkemeyer
Henkemeyer Coatings Inc.  
Mike and Pat Henkemeyer
Steve & Megan Henkemeyer - 
Henkemeyer Excavating
Joan Hicks
Andy(†) & Carol Hilger
Hoglund Bus Co. Inc.
Holdingford Area Walk of Hope
Holiday Inn Hotel & Suites
Holiday Station Stores Inc
Dr. Mark D. & Susie Osaki Holm
Nicholas & Terese Houle
Brenda & Matt Hulst
Dr. Scot & Gretchen Hutton
Alcuin & Dorine (†) Illies
Kathy Janson Memorial Fund
JM Companies, Inc. & Mike Moores (†)
John Wiese Ford, Inc.
Cynthia L. Johnson
Kevin and Julie Johnson-  
K. Johnson Const. Inc 
Dr. Donald J. Jurgens
Michael & Joni Karl
Keller Family Community Foundation
Kiwanis Club of St. Cloud
Tom (†) & Helen Krebsbach
Dr. David A. & Susan M. Kroska
Laerdal Foundation
Jerry & Bev Timmers Lahr
Lakeland Construction Finance, LLC
Dr. Lanse C. & Livia Lang
Steve & Peggy Laraway
Mark & Judi Larkin
Dr. Thomas W. & Deanne Leither
Mike & Rhonda Lepinski
Aaron & Jill Levin
Dr. Douglas R. & Taimi T. Liepert
Lions Club of Long Prairie
CHI St. Gabriel’s Health &  
Little Falls Orthopedics
Duane & Patricia Lorsung
Jim & Vickie Lundeen
Macy’s
Dr. Todd & Sarah Magnuson
Jim & Chris Mahowald
Bob & Anne Mahowald
Mardag Foundation
Scott & Mary Kay May
Dr. Eric T. McFarling
Dr. Lynn M. McFarling
Medtronic
Dr. Cindy Jensen Melloy &  
Thomas P. Melloy
Melrose Lions Club
Midwest Arrhythmia Research Fund
Myrel A. Neumann  
Midwest Vision Centers
Minneapolis Radiology Associates, LLC
Minnesota Medical Foundation
Minnesota Power Foundation
Rosie & Roger Moran
Morrison Healthcare Food Services
Mortenson Construction
Steve Muggli
Mark & Jan Murphy
NativeX
Negen Family – Negen Architects, Inc.
Dr. Robert B. & Marianne Nemeth
John & Kay Delinsky &  
Apollo Insurance Agency
Joshua & Melissa Longnecker – 
Northwestern Mutual
Old Dutch Foods Inc
Troy & Gail Olson
Tom (†) & Barb Orr
Kurt & Linda Otto
John & Elizabeth Packert/Ron’s Cabinets
Kathy Parsons
Paynesville Hospital Auxiliary
Justin V. Pearson Memorial Fund
Perkins & Will
David & Mary Phipps
Patrick & Joy Plamann
Plaza Park Bank
Pope Architects, Inc.
Tom & Amy Porwoll
Durand J. & Mary Sue Potter
Prestige Parking & Valet
Quinlivan & Hughes, P.A.
Joni & Duane Rasmusson
RBC Wealth Management
Dr. John R. & Kathryn A. Reisinger
Robert (†) & Rita Rengel
Dr. David J. & Susan M. Roberts
Aleen & Rick Roehl
Barbara Rogan
Al & Vickie Ruegemer
Scenic Sign Corp.
Jane Scherber
Dr. John M. & Amy Schmitz
Claude C. & Mary A. Schneider
John & Jan Schnettler
Dr. Thomas G. & Myra Lee Schrup
Jacqueline M. Schuh in memory of  
Joan M. Schuh
John Seckinger
Tom & Kathy Sellnow
Sentra-Sota Sheet Metal, Inc.
Slumberland Furniture of St. Cloud
Kevin L. Smith, MD
Dr. Stephen (†) & Mary Sommers
St. Cloud Country Club
St. Cloud Surgical Center
Fr. Mark Stang
Dr. Michael & Nina Steil
Stellis Health, P.A.
Scott & Shelly Streed
Todd & Heidi Streed
Stryker
Debra D. & Donald H. Stueve
Supervalu Foundation
Dr. Muhammad Suri & Aqsa Nadeem
Dr. Jessica & Andy Swartout
Tenvoorde Ford
Thermo-Tech Windows  
East Side Glass Company
Dr. Tracey B. Thompson  
C. Brian Thuringer Family
Lee (†) & Mary Torborg
Mark J. Traut
Dr. Theodore & Andrea Truitt
Jane Vortherms
W. Gohman Construction Co.
Dr. Dove D. & Tracey L. Watkin
Donald R. & Jan D. Watkins
Bruce & Jodie Gohmann -  
Weidner Plumbing & Heating
Janet & Tim Wensman
West Central Anesthesia PC
Hugo & Rita Weyrens
Margaret & Michael White
William and Betty Andres Foundation
Williams Dingmann Funeral Homes
Brownie and Michelle Williams
Dr. Harold E. & Shirley Windschitl
Rose & Mike Windschitl
Xcel Energy
Dr. Mohamed S. Yassin
Todd & Kyoko Zaun
Daryl L. & Bonnie G. Zimmer
Sonja Zitur
Zonta Club of St. Cloud
$10,000+
Linda Abel
The Ackley Family
Acosta
Adult & Pediatric Urology
Advantage One Insurance –  
J. Ted Plombon
Advantage Sales and Marketing
AIS Planning
Dr. Oluade A. & Adeyoola A. Ajayi
Albany Mutual Telephone Foundation
Hani Alkhatib
Tom & Sally Allen
Allergy, Asthma & Pulmonary Assoc., P.A.
American Cancer Society
American Door Works
American Heart Association
American Pharmacists Association
Brent & Ingrid Anderson
Arctic Glacier Ice
Ascent
AVI SPL
Sue Baker
Christine & Jason Bakke
Dr. Burton R. (†) & Evelyn H. Bancroft
Barnes & Noble Booksellers
Barrel O’ Fun
Patrick C. Bauer & Gloria A. Flavin Bauer
Brian & Marge Bauerly
Jennifer & Jake Bauerly
Rick & Helga Bauerly
Bayer Built Woodworks, Inc.
Penny & Dennis Beattie
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Mary Bell
Michael S. & Gerry Beltinck
David & Marilyn Bengtson
Ernest J. (†) & Eileen A. Bergeron
Dean R. & Lori J. Bernick
Big Stone County Cancer Support 
Group, Inc.
Kirstie & Peter Bingham
Ryan & Pam Bjerke
Byron & Peggy Bjorklund
Black Signs.com
Rona Bleess
Drs. Barbara J. & Steven H. Bollinger
Bor-Son Construction, Inc.
Sharon & David Borgert
Dr. Philip F. & Kristine Boyle
Joe & Kathy Sexton
William & Louise Brandt
Robert & Bernice Braun family
Breitbach Construction Co.
Dennis & Merrie Breitenfeldt
Bremer Bank, N.A.
Dr. Bryan J. & Kirsten H. Brindley
Daniel & Teri Brooks
Sonia Browen
Gary & Sharon Brown
Brown & Krueger, PA
Mary Buhl
Barbara & David Burandt
Mary Bye
Roger & Sue Cada
Sheila Campbell
Capital One
Care Transportation
Caribou Coffee
Barbara DuBois Carlson 
Dr. Dennis & Jeanne Carreras
Carson Pirie Scott Foundation
Cathedral Press
Central McGowan, Inc.
Central Minnesota Diagnostic, Inc.
Central Minnesota  
Woodcarvers Association
Charity Cup Ride
Del & Colleen Christianson
City of St. Cloud
College of Saint Benedict
Dr. Thomas & Paulette Como
Adeline Conlon
Dee Coppock
Cornerstone
Dr. Thomas L. & Mary M. Cress
Crossmark/Chicken of the Sea
Crossmark/Reckitt Benckiser
Crow Wing County Auditor-Treasurer
Pat Cumming
Craig & Lynn Dahl
Tim & Lisa Dalton
Daniel Funeral Home, Inc.
Dr. Eileen H. & Brian H. Dauer
Mr. & Mrs. Alexander M. & Marilyn Davis
Dr. Amy & Eric Dearking
Fred & Judy Dinkel and family
DLMC Foundation
Cindy & Dwayne Dockendorf
Bernie Dolezal
Rita Donlin
Donlin Company
Drs. Kevin J. & Beth A. Donnelly
Dr. Craig M. & Jennifer Doschadis
Jyeton Drayna (†)
Dr. Ann C. Dunnigan
Drs. Robert Ang & Belen Dy
East West Realty
Eden Valley Lions Club
Edy’s Grand Ice Cream
Dr. Charles Ehlen
Mike & Deb Eisenstadt
Dr. Dahlia Elkadi
Energizer
Dr. Hans H. & Sharon L. Engman
Wayne R. & Linda J. Engstrand
Robert & Evelyn Erickson
John & Gail Falconer
Family Voices of Minnesota
Famo Feeds
Dr. Kelly B. & Neil Fandel
Farmers & Merchants State Bank,  
Sauk Rapids/Pierz
Tom & Gina Feldhege
Jason & Jennifer Ferche
Fifth Avenue Sleep Center
Michele Fischer
Florida Natural Growers
Jim Forsting
Freeport State Bank
Frito Lay
Dick and Lucy Fuchs Family
G.R. Herberger’s, Inc.
Bernard J. Gambrino
Gannett National Shared Service Center
GATR Volvo & GMC
General Mills Foundation
Ceree George
Drs. Terri T. & Jeffrey S. Gerdes
Jodi & Chad Gertken
Geyer Rental Service
Gerry & Debora Gilbertson
GLTArchitects
John & Arlene Glynn
Great River Federal Credit Union
Greater St. Cloud  
Development Corporation
Dr. Winn & Denise Gregory
Pete & Paulette Hagen
Kris & Gary Hammer
Dr. Albert S. & Janice Hammond
Hanratty & Associates, Inc.
Craig & Joan Hanson
Paul N. & Michele Hanson
Chad A. Haroldson
Angelyn Harper
Tom & Jeanne Hartmann
Mark Hauge
Dennis & Jacquelyn Heinen
Todd & Jodi Hillmer
Kacey Hiltner
Dr. Kathleen Hobday
Hormel Foods
Drs. Weining Hu & Yi Zheng
Dr. Mark Hughes
I.R.A.Y. Companies – Col. Ray Henry
Imagine Nation Books, LTD
Ingram Entertainment Inc.
Initiative Foundation
Debra K. Japp
John Morrell & Co.
Dr. Craig M. & LuAnne Johnson
Peter & Janelle Johnson
Bob & Judy Johnson
Angela Jordahl
Angelica Jurgens
Audrey & Dave Kamphenkel
Kane Transport
Terry & Barb Kantor
Dr. Barbi Kaplan-Frenkel &  
Theodor Frenkel
Linda Kappel
Mary Lou Kasella
Dale & Marie Katterhagen
Dale Kaufman
Drs. Mary & Jerry Keating
Rob & Joanne Keck
Kehe Food Distributors, Inc.
June Kelly
Karen Kinsley
KLN Family Brands
James M. & Janet Knoblach
Luan Knoll
Larry & Brenda Knutson
Brad & Heidi Konkler
Tami & Jason Koosmann
Kopp Family Foundation
Dr. Todd M. & Laura Kor
Naomi Kowalik
Kraemer Lumber Co., Inc.
Kraft Foods
Amy Kramer
Mark Krebsbach
Miles & Rebecca Kulzer
Greg & Carla Kummer
Ron Kurpiers, Sue Albeck &  
Jo DeBruycker
Dr. Barry A. & Leslie Labine
Dr. John M. & Nancy Lacika
William J. & Phyllis M. Lacroix
Aaron & Lisa Lahr Family
Dr. Patrick M. & Debra S. Lalley
Patricia & Henri Lanctin
Land O’ Frost, Inc.
Peggy Lange
Steve Lanz
David Larson
Dr. Theresa M. & John Lau
Marie Laudon
Dr. Elaina Lee & Steven E. Patterson
Yvonne L. Leedahl
Dr. Danielle & Michael Leighton
Leighton Interactive
John & Arlene Leisen
Dr. Girum Lemma & Wuby Akalu
Scott & Lori Leonard
Mary J. Leyk
Deb Libbesmeier
Dr. David & Gretchen Lindgren
Bonnie & Richard Line
Shirley & Al (†) Loehr
Joan & Paul Lombardi
Long Prairie Plumbing & Heating, Inc.
Phil & Holly Luitjens
Lumber One, Avon Inc.
Kelly Macken-Marble
Dr. John Teskey & Kathleen Mahon
Marjorie & Gerald Mahon
Samuel G. & JoAnn M. Mairs
Malt-O-Meal Co.
Richard P. & JoAnn C. Manlove
Diane L. Marcotte
Kathy & Mike Markman
Nancy & Erich Martens
Bonnie Martin
Dr. Creston M. Martin
Mary Martin
Dr. Mark J. & Lisa B. Martone
John & Dorothy Matthews
Eileen Maus
Vivian & Lewis (†) McGonagle 
McKay’s Dodge Chrysler Jeep Ram Fiat – 
McKay’s Loves Kids program
Medtronic Inc.
Melrose Electric, Inc.
Melrose Pharmacy, Inc.
Darla & Brian Mergen
Merrill Corporation 
Metro Anesthesia Consultants, PA –  
Drs. Brian & Susanne Rupert
John Meyer
Roy J. & Ruth Meyer
Doug & Jane Mick
Microbiologics
Mid Central Door Co.
Mid-America Coffee Service /  
Ronnoco Coffee
Alvina Mies
Dennis Miley
Debra Miller
Dr. Simon & Renee Milstein
Minnesota National Bank - Long Prairie
Minnesota National Bank - Sauk Centre
Andre’ Mitchell
Kathryn Morin
George & Mary Kay Morris
Angela Moscho
Roger A. & Barbara L. Moshier
Mr. Dee’s Inc.
Gwen Muehring
Beverly Mueller
Musco Family Olive Co.
Nahan Printing
Name Brand Wigs
Tracy E. Napp, M.D.
Dr. Frank P. & Tracy Nellans
Dr. Peter E. & Laurie Nelson
Joe & Veronica Nessler
Nestle Nutrition
Nestle Purina
Nestle USA/Coffeemate Creamers
Bruce & Carolyn Neubauer
Ryan & Mollie Newman
Hoang Nguyen, M.D. and  
Regional Diagnostic Radiology
Eleanor Hemstreet Nickles &  
William Nickles
Northwestern Mutual
NovaCare Rehabilitation
NXC Imaging
O’Hara’s Brew Pub & Restaurant
Oasis Brands
Dr. Timothy A. Olson
Gerry & Carole Otto
Judith M. Ozbun
Dr. Scott & Susan Palmer
Palmer Printing Company
Troy & Sandra Payne
Paynesville Lions Club
Marilyn Peitso, MD & Peder Hegland
Diane & Matt Pelant
Joan & Don Perdue
Ken & Jeannette Pesta
Drs. Ted & Jane Peterson
Dr. Brett A. & Jonathan Pinkerton
Jean Poganski
Noel & Cindy Johnson -  
Premier Real Estate
Proctor & Gamble
Shannon J. Quinlivan
Stephanie Randolph 
In memory of Jennifer J. Rapatz-Harr
Dr. Deborah Rasmussen
Dr. Jodi K. Regan & Dean Moritz
Bret & Nicole Reuter
Dr. Nathaniel & Valerie Reuter
Millie Rice
Richard N. Klein Living Trust
Trish & Jason Roehrl
Deacon Kenneth W. & Michele A. Rosha
Gary & Denise Rosin
Deacon Jerome Roth
Peter Rothfork
CENTRACARE.COM/2017
RSM McGladrey
Richard B. Ruhoff
Drs. Brian & Susanne Rupert
Gregory O. & Carol J. Rupp
Saint Paul City Ballet
Vernon Salzl
Sand Companies, Inc.
Juli Sanner
Sargento Foods
Thomas and Cheri Satre
Marilyn A. Savage
Scenic Specialties Landscape Center
Dr. Richard & Rita (†) Schaefer
Barb Scheiber
Armella Schimnich
James & Joan Schlenner -  
Schlenner, Wenner & Co. 
Richard & Marlene Schlichting
Judith C. Schmid
Melanie & Christian Schmidt
Doug & Mary Schmidt
Mike Mavetz & Mary Beth Schmitt
David Schoenborn
Gary & Bobbi Schroeder
Dr. Timothy N. & Amy Schuchard
Mary Scott
SCR
Jeff Sell
Sentry Bank
Ken & Marcia Shane
Sherburne County Public Health
Byron & PegAnne Bjorklund Family
Marie & Steve Siegle
Joseph & Valerie Silva
Tereasa Simonson MD -  
Regional Diagnostic Radiology
SJA Architects
Dave & Jill Smith
Smithfield Farmland Corp.
Snyder’s of Hanover, Inc.
Joel & Jennifer Spalding
Drs. Kim & Chad Spaulding
Kevin & Anita Spellacy
Steve & Jean Sperl
St. Cloud Medical Group South Campus
St. Cloud Medical Mission Fund
St. Cloud Orthopedic Associates, Ltd.
St. Cloud Sertoma Club
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud Subaru
St. Cloud Technical &  
Community College
St. Cloud Toyota
St. Cloud Westside Sertoma Club
St. Cloud Window Inc.
Gary & Jill Stang
Bert Stanley
State Farm Insurance
Stearns Bank, N.A.
Paul W. Steil & Elizabeth Wenner Steil
Robert & Mary Stein
Todd (†) & Cindy Steinke
Heidi, Natalie, Kathryn, Joseph  
and Benjamin Stiegel
Mary Stiles, MD
Tom & Lori Stock
Drs. Robert E. Stocker &  
Catherine A. Matuska 
Strack Companies
Streed Family LMTD Partnership
Terry & Dr. Janelle K. Strom
Dr. Pradub & Rampai Sukhum
Dr. Read & Tammy Sulik
Drs. Dale J. Minnerath &  
Sylvia R. Sundberg
Sunray Printing Solutions, Inc.
Dr. Kevin & Linda Switzer
Take Heart America Sudden Cardiac 
Arrest Survival Initiative
TDS
Mike Tenvoorde & Lily Gould
Larry D. (†) & Margo A. Tepley
The Catholic Foundation -  
Diocese of St. Cloud
The Change Companies
The JM Smucker Company
The Mended Hearts Inc. - Chapter 10
The Smile Train
The St. Cloud Morning Optimist Club
Joleen & John Thell
Kelly Thomton
Robert & Joann Thueringer
Dr. Daniel J. & Julie S. Tiede
Brad & Cathy Tieva
Times Media & St. Cloud Times
Traut Wells
Trudeau Distributing
Dr. Hilary I. & Lilyan Ufearo
Unilever
Urban Associates, Inc.
Kate VanBuskirk
Kay & Philip VanderStoep
Amy & Roderick Vansurksum
Dr. Timothy G. & Valerie Vedder
Verizon
Verso Paper
Veterans of Foreign Wars  
East Side Post 4847
Loren M. & Debra J. Viere
Joan & Steve M. Vincent, Ph.D.
Patrick & Karen Virnig – Virnig Painting 
and Milliken Carpet
Molly Voigt
Volleyball Bash for the Cure
David & Dena Walz
Patrick & Gwen Wampach
Christine Warzecha
Dominic (Dom) (†) &  
Eileen Warzecha Family
Melissa & Ryan Weber
Dave & Mary Weis
Robert (†) & Jean Weitzel Family
Mary Ellen Wells
Werschay Homes
Sonya Wieber
Dr. Scott & Joan Wilcox
Tom & Cathy Williams
Greg & Beth Windfeldt
Womens Golf Association
Judith & Tom Wyne
Xcel Energy Services Inc
Edward J. Zapp
Mary L. and Walter R. Zastrow
Peggy Zimmer
John & Connie Zinter
Michael Zyvoloski
BEACON SOCIETY 
The following benefactors have 
named St. Cloud Hospital programs 
and services, St. Benedict’s Senior 
Community or CentraCare Health 
Foundation as a partial beneficiary in 
their estates. 
Hani Alkhatib
Tom & Sally Allen
Rollie & Barbara A. Anderson
Dr. Luther(†) & Julie Aronson Dehnel
Larry L. Asplin
Roberta & Kevin Basol
Ernest J. (†) & Eileen A. Bergeron
Jason Bernick
Dick & Mimi Bitzan
Rose Mary (†) & Darwin Bonn
Douglas J. & Tanya Boser --  
Inventure Properties, LLC  
Charles D. Nielsen and  
Peggy L. Carlson
Larry J. & Dawn C. Caswell
Dan (†) & Mabel Coborn
Lester Engel
Dr. Hans H. & Sharon L. Engman
Wayne R. & Linda J. Engstrand
Eugene & Jan Faulhaber
Donna L. Fiske
John & Nancy Frobenius
Jared Gapinski & Molly Meagher
Ken & Deb Gieske
Benedict F. (†) & Dorothy J. Gorecki
Barb & Art Grachek
Ross Hall & Tanya Vossberg
Brad & Lisa Hanson
Jack & Geri Happe
Judge Elizabeth Hayden &  
Judge Charles Flinn, Jr.
John & Mary Herges
Joan Hicks
Dennis & Tamara Holland
Alcuin & Dorine (†) Illies
Dr. Dwight & Audrey Jaeger
Drs. Richard & Merryn R. Jolkovsky
Roger & Susan Justison
Linus (†) & Marina Koopmeiners 
Naomi Kowalik
Tom (†) & Helen Krebsbach
Al & Yvonne Kremers
Kevin & Ann Krenik
William A. & Virginia M. Lee
Steven Letnes
Mona & Dan Libbesmeier
Dr. Douglas R. & Taimi T. Liepert
Duane & Patricia Lorsung
Diane L. Marcotte
Gary & Jane Marsden
Scott & Mary Kay May
Terri McCaffrey
Dr. Cindy Jensen Melloy &  
Thomas P. Melloy
Dr. Chris & Denise Moellentine
Patrick & Dawn Moen
Dr. Paul T. and Nancy (†) Moran
Rosie & Roger Moran
Roger A. & Barbara L. Moshier
Gwen Muehring
Eleanor Hemstreet Nickles &  
William Nickles
Bob Niehaus & Deb Mies-Niehaus
Robert & Marilyn Obermiller
Judith M. Ozbun
Dr. Gregory & Ellen J. Pelletier
Keith Ulrick & Bernie Perryman
Dr. Terence & Sue Pladson
Daniel Purcell
Dr. Nicholas & Bernice Reuter
Denny & Karol Ringsmuth
Chad & Paula Roggeman
Gary & Denise Rosin
Phil & Evelyn Ruggiero
Richard B. Ruhoff
Gregory O. & Carol J. Rupp
Marilyn A. Savage
Tom & Joyce Schlough 
Jacqueline M. Schuh  
in memory of Joan M. Schuh
Marjorie Schwartz
Connie Schwinghammer
Bob & Sandy Sexton
Christopher Shorba
Michael & Patricia Sipe
Todd (†) & Cindy Steinke
Dr. Wesley J. & Jean A.(†) Streed
M.J. & Richard Swanson
George & Shirley Torrey
Arlene Truszinski Clement
John & Mary Weitzel
Mary Ellen Wells and  
William F. Arendt
Hugo & Rita Weyrens
Brad & Kathy Wheelock
Diane & John (†) Wojtanowicz/ 
Prairie Farm Company
2017 NAMED FUNDS
The following endowment funds have 
been created by individuals to carry 
on family names or to honor special 
physicians, caregivers or friends. The 
principal of these gifts is invested and 
the interest is used to support the 
area designated by the benefactor. 
Al & Yvonne Kremers Fund
Al Kremers Fund
Alcuin & Dorine Illies Fund
Almeda Ella Pollish Fund
Anna & Gracie Fund
Arthur F. & Barbara A. Grachek Fund
Aunt Leona Fund
Barb Caspers Fund
Bernadette Perryman &  
Keith Ulrick Fund
Bernie Belling Recovery Fund
Bill & Jean Kane Fund
Bill & Virginia Lee Fund
Bonnie & Stephen Bologna Fund
Boser Family Fund
Broker Family Fund
Carl & Marilyn Savage Fund
Celestine & Mary Lieser Fund
Chris Shorba Fund
Clara’s Fund
Craig & Lynn Dahl Fund
Darwin & Rose Mary Bonn Fund
Dr. Edward & William Martin-Chaffee 
Family Fund
Dr. Fred & Lynn Engman Fund
Dr. Gerald L. & Karen Jurgens Cancer 
Survivorship Fund
Dr. Hans Engman Diabetes Fund
Dr. Harold E. Windschitl  
Cancer Research
Dr. Joseph & Patty Blonski Family Fund
Dr. Luther and  
Julie Aronson Dehnel Fund
Dr. Nicholas & Bernice Reuter Fund
Dr. Philip Halenbeck Education
Dr. Richard & Patricia Hart Fund
Dr. Robert Cumming Family Practice
Elizabeth Hayden &  
Charles Flinn, Jr. Fund
Fabian & Donna Eickhoff Family Fund
Flanagan Family Fund
Fred & Del Sexton Fund
Fred M. Riegger Fund
Gene & Sheelah Windfeldt Fund
George & Shirley Torrey Fund
George J. McDowall Memorial Fund
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Granite City Dental Lab -  
William & Karen Young Fund
Greater MN Fight for a Cure Fund
Hank & Dee Coppock Fund
Harold & Carole Groustra  
Cancer Fund
Helen & John McMackin Fund
Helen Liljedahl Fund
Herman Hollar Memorial  
Scholarship Fund
Hind Site Fund
Irene Walsh Fund
Jagielski Family Fund
Jake & Mary Essen Alzheimer’s  
Education Fund
James & Helen Nahan Family Fund
James and Marion Miller Fund
Jean Kershner Lung Cancer Fund
Jerome E. Schmitz Tobacco  
Cessation Fund
John & Delphine Undersander Fund
John & Maryanne Mahowald Fund
John & Nancy Frobenius  
Breast Cancer Fund
John R. Frobenius Fund
Joseph J. & Susan M. Kuhl  
Heart Center Fund
Karla & Mark Donlin Fund
Kathy Janson Memorial Fund
Kay Pattison Fund
Kevin & Linda Switzer Fund
Kevin J Hughes Medical &  
Legal Ethics Fund
Kidney Klimb Fund
Knevel Family Fund
Kristine Cunningham Rose  
Memorial Fund
Larry Asplin Fund
Lee & Mary Torborg Spiritual Care Fund
Leonard and Catherine Horn Fund
Liepert Family Fund
Lillian’s Garden Fund
Linda Chmielewski Nursing Fund
Louise E. Theisen Fund
Madigan/Mosford Family Fund
Marco Health Fund
Mark D. Holm and Susie Osaki Holm 
Research Fund
McDowall Company, John &  
Cherie McDowall Fund
Mike & Joni Karl Family Fund
Nemeth Family Fund
Nicholas & Terese Houle Fund
Partners in the Art of Recovery Fund
Pat Opatz Cancer Research
Paul & Joanne Dorsher Fund
Paul T. & Nancy E. Moran Fund
Payton Blomstrom Perinatal & Pediatrics 
Palliative Care Fund
Peggy L Carlson - Charles D Nielsen 
Hope Fund
Quinlivan & Hughes Fund
RDR Advised Fund
Richard & Merryn R. Jolkovsky Fund
Richard B. Ruhoff Fund
Robert & Nancy Ferche Family Fund
Robert & Sandy Sexton Fund
Robert Mahowald Sr. Fund
Rosalie Timmers   
Junior Volunteer Scholarship
Rose Mary Bonn Garden Fund
Ruggiero CentraCare Health Volunteer 
Scholarship Fund
Sallie Engel Trauma Survivor’s  
Education Fund
Sam Ellis Fund
SCH School of Nursing  
Alumni Scholarship
Sev & Ruth Koop Fund
Steven J Stiegel Memorial Fund
Streed Family Cleft & Craniofacial Fund
Sue & Terry Pladson Fund
Swartout Family High Risk  
Pregnancy Fund
Sy & Corrine Janochoski Donor Advised
Todd & Cindy Steinke Family Fund
Wayne & Hazel Bonn Memorial Fund
Weitzel Family Fund
William J. Held Memorial Scholarship
Wojtanowicz Family Fund
Yvonne Obermiller Kremers  
Nursing Scholarship
CADUCEUS SOCIETY
A philanthropic guild of CentraCare 
Health Foundation open to Central 
Minnesota practicing and retired 
medical staff who make a gift to 
support the Foundation’s mission of 
improving health and health care. 
ACTIVE MEMBERS
Active Members of the Caduceus 
Society have contributed to the 
Foundation during the current year.
Dr. Oluade A. & Adeyoola A. Ajayi
Dr. Luther (†) & Julie Aronson Dehnel
Dr. Burton R. & Evelyn H. Bancroft
Dr. Michael J. Beste
Dr. Joseph M. & Patty Blonski
Dr. Jon C. & Barb Bowar
Dr. Philip F. & Kristine Boyle
Dr. Frank T. & Alice L. Brown
Dr. Lindsey R. Chmielewski &  
    Selvin Gonzalez
Tammi Congdon, MD
Dr. Stephen P. & Beth Cragle
Dr. Steven M. & Rhonda Kopp Danielson
Dr. Eileen H. & Brian H. Dauer
Dr. Amy & Eric Dearking
Peter & Nancy Dehnel
Drs. Kevin J. & Beth A. Donnelly
Dr. Paul J. & Joanne E. Dorsher
Dr. Craig M. & Jennifer Doschadis
Dr. Rene & Milady Eldidy
Dr. Dahlia Elkadi
Dr. Walter N. & Trecia Ann Ellis
Dr. Sherrie Erickson-Birkedahl & 
    Lawrence Birkedahl
Dr. Kelly B. & Neil C. Fandel
Dr. John H. & Jeanne M. Geiser
Dr. Daron & Patti Gersch
Dr. Winn & Denise Gregory
Dr. Albert S. & Janice Hammond
Drs. Ronald D. & Michelle Hanson
Dr. Richard W. & Patricia Hart
Dr. Patrick & Juliann Heller
John Hering, MD
Dr. Ken & Linda Holmen
Dr. Kevin S. & Carol Holton
Dr. Allen & Laura Horn
Dr. James R. & Kelly S. Hover
Dr. Dwight E. & Audrey C. Jaeger
Christina & Kevin Jenner
Peter & Janelle Johnson
Dr. James L. & Mary Jost
Dr. Donald J. Jurgens
Dr. Gerald L. & Karen Jurgens
Dr. Brian R. & Bonnie J. Kay
Dr. David A. & Susan M. Kroska
Dr. Patrick M. & Debra S. Lalley
Dr. Lanse C. & Livia Lang
Dr. Srilakshmi Lankireddy &  
    Vamsi Dwaram
Dr. Elaina Lee
Dr. Nathan D. & Leslie Lee
Dr. Danielle & Michael Leighton
Dr. Thomas W. & Deanne Leither
Dr. Kurt R. & Cindy Lemke
Dr. Girum Lemma & Wuby Akalu
Dr. Stephen & Debbie Leslie
Drs. Chris D. & Shonalie Leville
Drs. Yang Lo & Rachel Schuneman
Dr. Andrew & Sarah Maloney
Dr. Edward & William Martin-Chaffee
Dr. John & Joyce Matsuura
Dr. Mark & Ronda Matthias
Drs. Robert E. Stocker &  
    Catherine A. Matuska
Dr. Melissa & Lee McClure
Dr. Lynn M. McFarling
Joel Miron, MD
Dr. George & Mary Kay Morris
Dr. Randy & Vicki Nelson
Dr. Joseph P. & Veronica Nessler
Thomas J. Newton, MD
Dr. Timothy A. Olson
Dr. Nikolas I.H. Papamitsakis
Drs. Theodore A. & Jane M. Peterson
Dr. Gregory C. & Mary P. Pippert
Dr. Deborah P. & Charles G. Rasmussen
Dr. Nicholas & Bernice Reuter
Dr. William (†) & Millie Rice
Dr. Tiffany M. & Eric A. Rickbeil
Dr. David J. & Susan M. Roberts
Drs. Brian & Susanne Rupert
Dr. Thomas J. & Cheryl J.K. Satre
Dr. Christian & Melanie Schmidt
Dr. John M. & Amy Schmitz
Dr. Thomas G. & Myra Lee Schrup
Dr. Joel C. & Susan Shobe
Dr. David L. & Jill Smith
Dr. J. Weston Smith
Drs. Kevin Smith & Angelina Ausban
Dr. Stephen (†) & Mary Sommers
Dr. Mark R. Spanbauer
Dr. Wesley J. & Jean A. (†) Streed
Drs. Dale J. Minnerath &  
    Sylvia R. Sundberg
Dr. Fareed Suri & Aqsa Nadeem
Lola Sutherland, MD
Dr. Jessica & Andy Swartout
Dr. Kevin & Linda Switzer
Michael C. Tan
Dr. Tracey B. Thompson
Drs. David & Janet Tilstra
Drs. Jacob Tjaden & Jiwoo Lee
Drs. Kim Tjaden & Joe H. Nguyen
Dr. Hilary I. & Lilyan Ufearo
Dr. Paul E. Van Gorp &  
    Roberta M. Knutson
Dr. Timothy & Valerie Vedder
Dr. Dove D. & Tracey L. Watkin
Dr. Dennis R. Weslander
Dr. Darin D. & Katy Willardsen
Dr. Thomas L. & Judith A. Wyne
Pat & Penny Zook
LEGACY MEMBERS
Legacy Members of the Caduceus 
Society have cumulatively given 
$10,000 or more to the Foundation. 
$500,000 - $749,999
Dr. Wesley J. & Jean A.(†) Streed
$250,000 - $499,999
Dr. Michael C. & Kendra Flanagan
Dr. John Mahowald & Donna Kuhl
Dr. John & Joyce Matsuura
Dr. Terence & Sue Pladson
$100,000 - $249,999
Dr. Luther(†) & Julie Aronson Dehnel
Dr. Paul J. & Joanne E. Dorsher
Dr. Dwight E. & Audrey C. Jaeger
Dr. Paul T. and Nancy (†) Moran
Dr. Nicholas & Bernice Reuter
Dr. Paul E. Van Gorp & Roberta M. Knutson
$50,000 - $99,999
Dr. Stephen P. & Beth Cragle
Dr. Walter N. & Trecia Ann Ellis
Dr. John H. & Jeanne M. Geiser
Dr. Richard W. & Patricia Hart
Dr. Ken & Linda Holmen
Dr. Allen & Laura Horn
Drs. Richard & Merryn R. Jolkovsky
Dr. Gerald L. & Karen Jurgens
Dr. Edward & William Martin-Chaffee
Dr. Mark & Ronda Matthias
Dr. Chris & Denise Moellentine
Drs. David & Janet Tilstra
Dr. Daniel J. & Judy A. Whitlock
Dr. Darin D. & Katy Willardsen
$25,000 - $49,999
Drs. Stacia Anderson & Matthew Hwang
Dr. Joseph M. & Patty Blonski
Dr. Stephen M. & Bonnie Bologna
Dr. Frank T. & Alice L. Brown
Dr. Michael J. & Roberta L. Dorle
Dr. Rene & Milady Eldidy
Dr. Fred J. & Lynn Engman
Dr. Jason & Debra Erickson
Drs. Ronald D. & Michelle Hanson
Dr. Patrick & Juliann Heller
Dr. Mark D. & Susie Osaki Holm
Dr. Scot W. & Gretchen Hutton
Dr. James L. & Mary Jost
Dr. Donald J. Jurgens
Dr. Lanse C. & Livia Lang
Dr. Thomas W. & Deanne Leither
Dr. Douglas R. & Taimi T. Liepert
Dr. James W. & Vicki Lundeen
Dr. Todd D. & Sarah Magnuson
Dr. Eric T. McFarling
Dr. Lynn M. McFarling
Dr. Cindy Jensen Melloy & Thomas P. Melloy
Dr. John R. & Kathryn A. Reisinger
Dr. David J. & Susan M. Roberts
Dr. John M. & Amy Schmitz
Dr. Thomas G. & Myra Lee Schrup
Drs. Kevin Smith & Angelina Ausban
Dr. Stephen (†) & Mary Sommers
Dr. Michael & Nina Steil
Dr. Fareed Suri & Aqsa Nadeem
Dr. Jessica & Andy Swartout
Dr. Tracey B. Thompson  
Dr. Theodore O. & Andrea B. Truitt
Dr. Dove D. & Tracey L. Watkin
Dr. Harold E. & Shirley Windschitl
Dr. Mohamed S. Yassin
$10,000 - $24,999
Dr. Oluade A. & Adeyoola A. Ajayi
Dr. Hani S. & Majedah Alkhatib
Dr. Richard & Michaela Backes
Dr. Burton (†) & Evelyn Bancroft
Drs. Steven H. & Barbara J. Bollinger
Dr. Jon C. & Barb Bowar
Dr. Philip F. & Kristine Boyle
Dr. Bryan J. & Kirsten H. Brindley
Dr. Dennis & Jeanne Carreras
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas H. &   
    Paulette M. Como
Dr. Thomas L. & Mary M. Cress
Dr. Robert (†) & Patricia Cumming
Dr. Eileen H. & Brian H. Dauer
Dr. Amy & Eric Dearking
Drs. Beth & Kevin Donnelly
Dr. Craig M. & Jennifer Doschadis
Dr. Ann Dunnigan
Drs. Robert Ang & Belen Dy
Dr. Charles Ehlen
Dr. Dahlia Elkadi
Dr. Hans H. & Sharon L. Engman
Dr. Kelly B. & Neil C. Fandel
Drs. Jeffrey S. & Terri T. Gerdes
Dr. Winn & Denise Gregory
Dr. Albert S. & Janice Hammond
Drs. Chad A. & Sheri Haroldson
Dr. Mark D. & Joanne C. Hauge
Drs. H. Thomas (†) & Kathleen Hobday
Drs. Weining Hu & Yi Zheng
Dr. Craig M. & LuAnne Johnson
Dr. Barbi Kaplan-Frenkel &   
    Theodor Frenkel
Drs. Jerome P. & Mary U. Keating
Dr. Robert J. & Joanne Keck
Dr. James (†) & June Kelly 
Dr. Todd M. & Laura Kor
Dr. Barry A. & Leslie Labine
Dr. John M. & Nancy Lacika
Dr. Patrick M. & Debra S. Lalley
Dr. Henri P. & Patricia Lanctin
Dr. Theresa M. & John Lau
Dr. Elaina Lee
Dr. Danielle & Michael Leighton
Dr. Girum Lemma & Wuby Akalu
Dr. David R. & Gretchen Lindgren
Dr. Creston M. Martin
Dr. Mark J. & Lisa B. Martone
Dr. Simon & Renee Milstein
Dr. Andre’ L. & Lakisha Mitchell
Dr. George & Mary Kay Morris
Dr. Tracy E. Napp
Dr. Frank P. & Tracy Nellans
Dr. Peter & Laurie Nelson
Dr. Joseph P. & Veronica Nessler
Drs. Hoang Nguyen & Nhan Quyen
Dr. Timothy A. Olson
Dr. Troy & Sandra Payne
Dr. Marilyn Peitso & Peder Hegland
Dr. Jamie M. & Jodi Pelzel
Drs. Theodore A. & Jane M. Peterson
Dr. Brett A. & Jonathan Pinkerton
Dr. Deborah P. & Charles G. Rasmussen
Dr. Jodi K. Regan & Dean Moritz
Dr. Nathaniel & Valerie Reuter
Dr. William (†) & Millie Rice 
Drs. Brian & Susanne Rupert
Dr. Thomas J. & Cheryl J.K. Satre
Dr. Christian & Melanie Schmidt
Dr. Timothy N. & Amy Schuchard
Dr. Tereasa & Eric Simonson
Dr. David L. & Jill Smith
Dr. Joel P. & Jenny Spalding
Drs. Kim & Chad Spaulding
Dr. Mary A. Stiles
Drs. Robert E. Stocker &  
    Catherine A. Matuska 
Dr. Janelle K. & Terry D. Strom
Dr. Pradub & Rampai Sukhum
Dr. Read & Tammy Sulik
Drs. Dale J. Minnerath &  
    Sylvia R. Sundberg
Dr. Kevin & Linda Switzer
Dr. John Teskey & Kathleen Mahon
Dr. Daniel J. & Julie S. Tiede
Dr. Hilary I. & Lilyan Ufearo
Dr. Philip H. & Kay VanderStoep
Dr. Roderick D. & Amy Vansurksum
Dr. Timothy & Valerie Vedder
Dr. Thomas L. & Judith A. Wyne
(†) Deceased
La Gratitude 
Our annual La Gratitude celebration on Sept. 29, 2016, honored our 
generous donors and recognized three donors for their dedication 
and commitment to the  CentraCare Health Foundation.
In Memoriam 
CentraCare Health Foundation recognizes the 
incredible contributions of several community 
leaders who died this past year. These individuals 
were passionate and generous supporters of the 
Foundation and supported its mission through 
significant contributions over the years. 
Ben Gorecki 
Supported senior care at  
the Gorecki Care Center  
and patient hospitality at  
the Gorecki Guest House
Lee Torborg 
Supported spiritual care through 
the Lee & Mary Torborg Fund
Dick Bernick 
Supported community 
wellness initiatives
Mae Ellingson-Skalicky 
Supported child &  
adolescent behavior  
health at Clara’s House
Dan Coborn 
Supported comprehensive cancer 
care at Coborn Cancer Center Lifetime Achievement Award 
2016: Rollie & Barbara A. Anderson
Rollie and Barb Anderson were honored 
for their years of giving, service to  
CentraCare Health, community 
engagement and history of generosity.
Service to the Foundation
2016: Leighton Broadcasting 
Jean, Al and Bob Leighton of Leighton Broadcasting were recognized for  
their work, commitment and generosity as philanthropists as well as their 
“over-the-top” service to CentraCare Health.
Philanthropist of the Year
2016: Tom Rosen 
Tom Rosen was honored for making  
a “transformational gift” to  
CentraCare Health that will improve 
health and health care.
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Albany -  clinic
Alexandria - dialysis,  
radiation oncology
Becker - clinic
Belgrade - clinic
Big Lake - clinic, dialysis
Brainerd - dialysis
Cambridge - dialysis
Clearwater - clinic
Cold Spring - clinic 
Collegeville - clinic
Eagle Bend - clinic
Eden Valley - clinic
Litchfield - dialysis
Little Falls - dialysis,  
outreach clinic
Long Prairie - hospital, clinic, 
senior housing, long-term care
Melrose - hospital, clinic, 
senior housing, long-term care
Monticello - hospital, clinic, 
senior housing, long-term care
Olivia - dialysis
Paynesville - hospital, clinic, 
senior housing, long-term care
Princeton - dialysis
Richmond - clinic
Sauk Centre - hospital, clinic, 
senior housing, long-term care
Sartell - senior housing, 
transitional care, clinic
Staples - dialysis
St. Cloud - hospital, clinic, 
dialysis, pharmacy, senior 
housing, long-term care, 
transitional care
St. Joseph - clinic
CentraCare Health  
Facility Locations
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